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Instruction book
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We congratulate you for choosing a HARDI plant protection product. The reliability and
efficiency of this product depend upon your care. The first step is to carefully read and
pay attention to this instruction book. It contains essential information for the efficient
use and long life of this quality product.
As this instruction book covers all MASTER models with VHY or VHZ boom, and all
models with either BK or EVC operating unit, please pay attention to the paragraphs
dealing with precisely your model.
This book is to be read in conjunction with the “Spray Technique” book.

Illustrations, technical information and data in this book are to the best of our belief correct at the time of printing. As
it is HARDI INTERNATIONAL A/S policy permanently to improve our products, we reserve the right to make
changes in design, features, accessories, specifications and maintenance instructions at any time and without
notice.
HARDI INTERNATIONAL A/S is without any obligation in relation to implements purchased before or after such
changes.
HARDI INTERNATIONAL A/S cannot undertake any responsibility for possible omissions or inaccuracies in this
publication, although everything possible has been done to make it complete and correct.
As this instruction book covers more models and features or equipment, which are available in certain countries
only, please pay attention to paragraphs dealing with precisely your model.
Published and printed by HARDI INTERNATIONAL A/S
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CE Declaration
Dec
lar
ation of Conf
ormity
Declar
lara
Conformity
Manufacturer,

Importer,

HARDI INTERNATIONAL A/S
Helgeshøj Allé 38
DK 2630 Taastrup
DENMARK

declare that the following product;
_________________________________________________________________________________________
A. was manufactured in conformity with the provisions in the COUNCIL DIRECTIVE of 14 June 1989 on mutual
approximation of the laws of the Member States on the safety of machines (89/392/EEC as amended by directives
91/368/EEC and 93/368/EEC) with special reference to Annex 1 of the Directive on essential safety and health
requirements in relation to the construction and manufacture of machines.
B. was manufactured in conformity with the current standards implementing harmonised standards in accordance
with Article 5 (2) and other relevant standards.
Taastrup, March 2002

_____________________________________________
Lars Bentsen
Product Development Manager
HARDI INTERNATIONAL A/S

Adhere extra shipping package labels in the
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Product Identification Certificate.
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Important safety notes
Oper
ator’
s saf
ety
Opera
tor’s
safety

Do not attempt to enter the tank.

Watch for this symbol.
It means WARNING, CAUTION,
NOTE. Your safety is involved so be
alert!

Do not go under any part of the sprayer unless
it is secured. The boom is secure when placed
in the transport brackets.
If any portion of this instruction book remains unclear after reading it, contact your HARDI dealer
for further explanation before using the equipment.

Note the following recommended precautions and safe
operating practices.
Read and understand this instruction book
before using the equipment. It is equally
important that other operators of this equipment read and understand this book.

Saf
ety pr
ecautions - cr
op pr
etection
Safety
precautions
crop
pretection
chemicals

Local law may demand that the operator is
certified to use spray equipment. Adhere to
the law.

Always be careful when working with crop
protection chemicals!

Pressure test with clean water prior to filling
with chemicals.

Per
sonal pr
otection
ersonal
protection

Wear protective clothing.

Depending on chemical type, protective gear /equipment
should be worn to avoid contact with the chemicals, e.g.:

Rinse and wash equipment after use and
before servicing.
Depressurize equipment after use and before
servicing.
Never service or repair the equipment while it
is operating.

• Gloves
• Waterproof boots
• Headgear
• Respirator
• Safety goggles
• Chemical resistant overall

Disconnect electrical power before servicing.
Always replace all safety devices or shields
immediately after servicing.
If an arc welder is used on the equipment or
anything connected to the equipment, disconnect power leads before welding. Remove all
inflammable or explosive material from the
area.
Do not eat, drink or smoke while spraying or
working with contaminated equipment.
Wash and change clothes after spraying.
Wash tools if they have become contaminated.

Protective clothing/equipment should be used
when preparing the spray liquid, during the
spray job and when cleaning the sprayer.
Follow the chemical manufacturer’s instructions given on the chemical label.
It is always advisable to have clean water
available, especially when filling the sprayer
with the chemical.
Always clean the sprayer carefully and immediately after use.
Only mix chemicals in the tank according to
directions given by the chemical manufacturer.
Always clean the sprayer before changing to
another chemical.

In case of poisoning, immediately seek medical advice. Remember to identify chemicals
used.
Keep children away from the equipment.
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Description
MANIFOLD sy
stem
system

Description and rre
evie
w of the
view
MASTER spr
ayer
spra
F

B

C

The functions of the spray circuits are operated via the
centrally situated MANIFOLD valves with colour coded
plates and pictorial symbols for easy operation (H).

A

I

H

T102-0015

G

E

E

D

Tank
The tank (A), made of impact-proof and chemical
resistant polyethylene, has a purposeful design with no
sharp corners for easy cleaning. Nominal contents: 800,
1000 or 1200 litres.
A large, easy to read tank contents indicator (B) is
placed in front of the tank.
The filling hole (C) and a footboard (D) is placed at the
right hand side of the sprayer. This ensures an easy
access for the filling of sprays, cleaning of the tank, etc.

T102-0016

Oper
ating unit
Opera
The sprayer is equipped with either a BK operating unit
or an EVC unit (I).
BK operating unit
The BK operating unit consists of; pressure agitator
valve, safety valve, main ON/OFF valve, pressure filter
with pressure gauge, distribution valves with pressure
equalization and HARDI-MATIC pressure control valve.
EVC unit
EVC - Electrical Valve Control. The ON/OFF is linked to
the section valves, which results in a very quick response to ON/OFF. The operating unit is constructed of
modules and is electrically controlled via a remote
control box. The unit is fit with built-in HARDI-MATIC.

Rinsing tank(s) (E) are optional equipment.
Clean water tank (F) is optional equipment.
HARDI-FILLER (G) is optional equipment.

Frame
Very strong and compact frame which also has a strong
chemical and weather resistant electrostatic lacquer
coat. Screws, nuts, etc. have been DELTA-MAGNI
treated to be resistant to corrosion.

HARDI-MATIC ensures a constant volume per hectare
of the liquid (l/ha) at varying forward speed within the
same gear when the number of P.T.O. revolutions are
between 300-600 r/min.

Pump
Diaphragm pump model 1302 or 363. The design of the
diaphragm pump is simple, with easily accessible
diaphragms and valves which ensures liquid does not
contact the vital parts of the pump.
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Description
Filter
s (optional equipment)
ilters

Boom

With the self-cleaning filter the impurities that exist in the
spray liquid will by-pass the filter and be recirculated
back to the tank via the return flow.

The sprayer can be fitted with the manually folded 10 or
12 metre MB boom or the 12, 12.5 and 15 metre HFM
boom. Both booms are supported by a trapeze which is
fitted to the tank frame.

Also suction filter and nozzle filters are standard. In-line
pressure filters can be fitted as option (J).

J

The trapeze helps the boom to stay horizontal when
unfolded and it protects the boom against vibrations and
shocks when driving on uneven ground. This ensures
longer boom life and improves boom stability for better
spray distribution.
Height adjustment of the boom is hydraulic. All booms
are provided with spring loaded breakaway.

Identif
ica
tion pla
tes
Identifica
ication
plates

T102-0017

An identification plate fitted on the frame indicates
producer name, model, own weight, max height, max
pressure of the hydraulic system and max pressure of
the spray liquid system. Frame, boom centre frame and
inner/outer sections also have identification plates
indicating boom type and part number. If ordering spare
parts, inform your dealer of these numbers.

Saf
ety loc
ker (optional equipment)
Safety
lock
A safety locker (K) can be mounted underneath the
footboard for the storage of safety gear.

Spr
ayer use
Spra

K

The HARDI MASTER sprayer is for the application of
crop protection chemicals and liquid fertilisers.
The equipment must only be used for this purpose. It is
not allowable to use the sprayer for other purposes.

T102-0018

If no local law demands that the operator must be
certified to use spray equipment, it is strongly recommended to be trained in correct plant protection and in
safe handling of plant protection chemicals to avoid
unnecessary risk for persons and the environment when
doing your spray job.

GB 04 01 MA
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Description
Unloading the spr
ayer fr
om the tr
uc
k
spra
from
truc
uck
Lifting points
For the unloading of the sprayer, you need a crane or a
fork lift.
When unloading with a crane please observe the two
lifting points (A) as shown on the picture below, and
make sure that the straps or belts used for lifting are
strong enough.

A

T102-0025

A

Bef
or
e putting the spr
ayer into
Befor
ore
spra
oper
ation
opera
Although the sprayer has been applied with a strong and
protective surface treatment on steel parts, bolts etc. in
the factories, it is recommended to apply a film of
anticorrosion oil (e.g. CASTROL RUSTILLO or SHELL
ENSIS FLUID) on all metal parts in order to avoid
chemicals and fertilisers discoloring the enamel.
If this is done before the sprayer is put into operation for
the first time, it will always be easy to clean the sprayer
and keep the enamel shiny for many years.
This treatment should be carried out every time the
protection film is washed off.

6
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Sprayer setup
Connecting/disconnecting the
spr
ayer
spra

Suppor
gs
Supportt le
legs

Saf
ety inf
orma
tion
Safety
informa
ormation

NOTE! The support legs must be unfolded before
lowering and disconnecting the sprayer.

The frame has two retractable support legs that can be
turned in to minimise crop damage.

WARNING! Note the weight of the sprayer.
General recommendations are as follows:

How to unfold support legs
1. Lift spring-loaded catch (B) from the front hole (spraying position).
2. Swing support legs (C) backwards.
3. Fit catch (B) in the back hole (storage position).
Support legs are turned in in reverse order.
Picture B shows support legs in spraying position.
Picture C shows support legs in storage position.

Frontvægt

1. Add ballast to front of tractor, if necessary.
2. Check tyre pressure (see tractor’s instruction book).
3. Be careful when filling/lifting the sprayer for the first
time.
4. Ensure the operating unit and tractor do not touch.
5. Travel at slower speeds when driving with a full tank,
as the tractor braking effect will be reduced.

B

Quic
k hitc
h
Quick
hitch
The sprayer is designed for three point suspension
(cat. II). A quick hitch (A) is supplied with the sprayer. Fit
the quick hitch to the tractor for easy hook-up of the
sprayer.

T102-0020

C
A

T102-0021

T102-0019

Stor
age wheels
Stora
The sprayer can be equipped with nylon tires for support
of the sprayer during storage. Storage wheels are fitted
to the support legs.
NOTE! Tank must be empty when using storage wheels.
Max weight: 250 kg/tyre

GB 05 01 MA
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Sprayer setup
Roadw
or
thiness
oadwor
orthiness
When driving on public roads and other areas where the
highway code applies, or areas where there are special
rules and regulations for marking and lights on implements, you should observe these and equip implements
accordingly.

Rear lights (optional equipment)
The sprayer can be equipped with rear lights (A).

e
ur
t
c
pi
Z
/VH
Y
VH
R
E
ST
A
M
A

A
T250-0002

Connect plug for rear lights to the tractor’s 7-pin socket
and check the functions of rear lights, stop lights and
direction indicators on both sides of the sprayer before
driving.
The wiring is in accordance with ISO 1724. (See section
on Technical Specifications).

8
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Sprayer setup
Transmission shaft
Oper
ator saf
ety
Opera
safety
To avoid accidents and personal injuries, note the
following recommended precautions and safe operation
practices.
1. Always STOP ENGINE before attaching the transmission shaft to tractor P.T.O. - most tractor P.T.O. shafts
can be rotated by hand to facilitate spline alignment,
when engine is stopped.
2. When attaching the shaft, make sure that the snap
lock is FULLY ENGAGED - push and pull shaft until it
locks.
WARNING! ROTATING TRANSMISSION
SHAFTS WITHOUT PROTECTION GUARDS
ARE FATAL.

T259-0004

NOTE! The shaft must always have a minimum overlap.
The size of this overlap depends on the pump model:
Pump with 6 splines/540 r.p.m.
The shaft must always have an overlap (A) of minimum
1/3 of the length.

3. Always keep protection guards and chains intact and
make sure that it covers all rotating parts, including
CV-joints at each end of the shaft. Do not use without
protection guard.

(A)

T259-0011

4. Do not touch or stand on the transmission shaft when
it is rotating - safety distance: 1.5 meter.
5. Prevent protection guards from rotating by attaching
the chains allowing sufficient slack for turns.

Pump with 21 splines/1000 r.p.m.
The shaft must always have an overlap (A) of minimum
2/3 of the length.

6. Make sure that protection guards around tractor
P.T.O. and implement shaft are intact.
7. Always STOP ENGINE and remove the ignition key
before carrying out maintenance or repairs to the
transmission shaft or implement.

(A)

Installa
tion of tr
ansmission shaft
Installation
transmission

T259-0011

First installation of the transmission shaft is done in the
following way:
1. Attach sprayer to tractor and set sprayer height in the
position with shortest distance between the tractor
and sprayer pump P.T.O. shafts.
2. Stop engine and remove ignition key.
3. If transmission shaft must be shortened, the shaft is
pulled apart.
Fit the two shaft parts at tractor and sprayer pump
and measure how much it is necessary to shorten the
shaft.
Mark the protection guards.

4. The two parts are shortened equally. Use a saw, and
file the profiles afterwards to remove burrs.

T259-0005

T259-0007

5. Grease the profiles and assemble male and female
parts again.
6. Fit the shaft to tractor P.T.O. and sprayer pump shaft.
NOTE! Female part marked with a tractor towards
tractor!

GB 05 03 01
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Sprayer setup
7. Fit the chains to
prevent the protection
guards from rotating
with the shaft.

T259-0008

8. To ensure long life of the transmission shaft, try
to avoid working angles greater than 15°.

T259-0009
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Sprayer setup
Hy
dr
aulics
Hydr
draulics

Contr
ol bo
xes and pow
er supply
Control
box
power

Requir
ements - tr
actor (MB model)
equirements
tractor

Contr
ol bo
xes
Control
box

Connection requirements are

Control boxes are fitted in the tractor cabin at a convenient place. Tapping screws can be used for mounting.

• one single-acting outlet to raise and lower the boom
• one double-acting outlet to fold and unfold the boom
• one double-acting outlet for hydraulic slanting control
(optional equipment)

Requir
ements - tr
actor (HFM model)
equirements
tractor
Connection requirements are

• one single-acting outlet to raise and lower the boom
• one double-acting outlet for the electro-hydraulic
operation of the boom functions.

• one double-acting outlet for hydraulic slanting control
(optional equipment)

Gener
al inf
orma
tion
General
informa
ormation
Ensure that snap couplers are clean before connection!
NOTE! The hydraulic system requires a minimum oil
pressure of 100 bar and an oil capacity of approx. 2
litres.
T102-0022

After having operated the boom and the system has
been filled with oil, check tractor’s hydraulic oil level and
top up if necessary.

Saf
ety inf
orma
tion
Safety
informa
ormation
WARNING! Test of the hydraulic system should
be done very cautiously. There may be air trapped
in the system which can cause violent movements of the boom.
WARNING! Hydraulic leaks. Never use your
fingers to locate a leakage in any part of the
hydraulic system. Due to high pressure, hydraulic
oil may penetrate the skin.

Power supply
Power requirement is 12V DC. Note polarity!
The wires must have a cross sectional area of at least
4.0 mm to ensure a sufficient power supply. For the EVC
operating unit the tractor circuit should have an 8 Amp
fuse
Control box
EVC control unit
VHZ control box

GB 05 02 01 MA

Polarity (wire colour)
Positive + Negative Brown
Blue
X
X

Fuse (Amp)
8
X
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Operation
Oper
ating the boom
Opera

Unf
olding and ffolding
olding the MB boom
Unfolding
The boom is operated as follows:

Saf
ety inf
orma
tion
Safety
informa
ormation
WARNING! Before unfolding the boom it is
important to connect the sprayer to the tractor to
prevent overbalancing of the sprayer.
WARNING! Testing of the hydraulic system
should be done very cautiously. There may be air
in the system and this may cause violent movements of the boom. Therefore take care that no persons
or objects are hurt or damaged in the process of testing.

A

1. Remove boom transport lock
pins A.
2. Swing the boom down. When
unfolding (or folding) the initial
force to release the spring
loaded breakaway will be
higher than the actual
unfolding/folding.
CAUTION! The
breakaway must be
correctly tensioned and
lubricated. See section on
Re-adjustment of the
boom.

T029-0010

DANGER! Always follow the guidelines listed
below when driving in areas with overhead power
lines:

 Never fold/unfold boom in areas with overhead
power lines.

 Unintended boom movements can cause contact
with overhead power lines.

NOTE! A label (ref. no. 978448) follows the sprayer. This
label must be placed in the cabin at a place visible from
the operator’s seat.

3. Unfold the outer sections. Do not let
the outer sections fall into
place. The outer boom
locks B must click
into place.
4. Reverse
procedure to
fold.

Oper
ation of tr
ape
ze (MB)
Opera
tra
pez
The trapeze suspension must be correctly adjusted and regularly lubricated if it is going to operate
satisfactorily. The primary
function of the suspension is to protect the
boom against vibrations and shocks. It
also helps maintain it a
uniform height above
the target.

Gener
al inf
orma
tion
General
informa
ormation
Following operations are carried out by the tractor’s
hydraulic control lever(s)

• Raising/lowering of the boom
• Slanting control (optional equipment - HFM only)

Manoeuvring of the MB / HFM boom
The MB / HFM boom is solely controlled by the tractor’s
hydraulic control levers.

A
C

Under normal field operation, remove trapeze lock pin C.
Replace pin to block function, for example before folding
the boom or when spraying on sloping terrain.

NOTE! Only unfold and fold the booms on level ground.

12
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Operation
Unf
olding and ffolding
olding the HFM boom
Unfolding

Sing
le side ffolded
olded boom (HFM)
Single

1. Fold up the transport locking device B.
2. Disengage the right side fold of the boom and block
the left side fold of the boom with the transport locking
device B.

1. Fold up the transport
locking device B.
2. Disengage the right side fold
of the boom and block the
left side fold by the
locking device B (make
sure it is secured by the
pin A).
3. Unfold the right side of
the boom totally, and
lock outer section firmly
by means of the locking
device C (If necessary,
the locking device can
be adjusted by revolving
the handle).
T033-0002

T033-0002

3. Unfold the right side fold of the boom.
4. Lock outer section firmly by means of the locking
device C placed in the fold between inner and outer
section. (If necessary, the locking device can be
adjusted by revolving the handle).
T033-0004

Oper
ation of tr
ape
ze (HFM)
Opera
tra
pez
The trapeze suspension must be correctly adjusted and
regularly lubricated, if it is going to operate satisfactorily.
The primary function of the suspension is to protect the
boom against vibrations and shocks. It also helps to
maintain an uniform height above the target.
T033-0004

5. Unfold the left side fold of the boom and use the
same procedures as described in point 4.

For normal field operation, remove trapeze lock pin A.
Place pin again to block function, for
example before folding the
boom or when spraying on
sloping terrain.

The folding of the boom is carried out in reverse order beginning with the left side fold and ending with the right
side fold.
IMPORTANT! During transportation of the folded
boom, it is important that the boom is locked with
the transport locking device, which must be
secured with the linch pin.

T213-0008
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Operation
Hy
dr
aulic slanting contr
ol (HFM) (optional
Hydr
draulic
control
equipment)
A kit for hydraulic slanting control is available for the
HFM boom.

Adjustment of boom height
Correct boom height is very important in order to
achieve the most optimal spray pattern. (See Spray
Technique book).
WARNING! NOBODY IS ALLOWED UNDER
THE BOOM WHILST ADJUSTMENT IS CARRIED OUT.

This equipment requires a double acting outlet on the
tractor.
Clean the snap couplers before connecting them to the
hydraulic system.

NOTE! Before adjusting boom height on the HFM boom,
the boom must be unfolded and the locking device on
both right and left fold must be firmly locked.

T033-0005

Hy
dr
aulic boom lift
Hydr
draulic
Both the MB version and the HFM version are fitted with
hydraulic boom lift. The lowering and raising of the boom
is carried out by the hydraulic system. The adjustments
are performed stepless through the tractor hydraulic
control lever.
The boom lift should be adjusted so the boom can move
freely up and down when the lift ram is operated.

e
ur
t
c
i
lp
e
od
m
d
Ol

Slide shoes. Adjust A so gap B is equal at all 4 points on
the frame.
The frame must be greased to allow the 4 glide shoes to
glide smoothly on the frame.

14
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Operation - liquid system
MANIFOLD sy
stem
system

Symbols - Black disc = Suction valve

Review - MANIFOLD system
The MANIFOLD system is located at the left side of the
sprayer and permits operation of the liquid from one
position. The modular MANIFOLD system facilitates the
addition of optional extras on both pressure side and
suction side. Furthermore the suction manifold can be
fitted with a return valve which ensures better draining of
the sprayer before cleaning.

The valves are distinguished by coloured identification
discs on the 3-way valves. Symbols corresponding to the
optional extras are located on the discs for easy identification and operation.

IMPORTANT! Only the functions
in use should be open - always
close remaining valves.

From Rinsing Tank

From Filling Device

Symbols

A function is activated/opened by
turning the handle towards the
desired function.

From main tank (suction filter)

From front tank
(suction filter)

Symbols - Blue disc = Return valve
Return from operating unit used for agitation
(Spraying position)
Return from operating unit to
suction side of pump
(Used for fully emptying main tank)

Symbols - Green disc = Pressure valve
To Self-Cleaning
Filter/operating unit
To Fast Filling Device

Electrically oper
ated MANIFOLD v
alv
es
opera
valv
alves
(optional equipment)
One or more MANIFOLD valve(s) can be electrically
operated via a control box in the tractor cabin. These
can only be operated manually if the power to the valve
motor is disconnected.

To HARDI FILLER

Adjustment of 3-w
ay v
alv
e
3-wa
valv
alve
To Tank Flushing Nozzle

NOTE! If a MANIFOLD valve is too tense to operate - or
to loose (= liquid leakage) - the 3-way valve needs to be
serviced. Please see the section ‘Maintenance’ for
further information.

To main tank

To front tank

GB 08 00 MA
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Operation - liquid system
Function dia
grams
diag
BK oper
ating unit
opera

EV
C oper
ating unit
EVC
opera

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Suction filter
Suction MANIFOLD
Pump
Pressure MANIFOLD
Safety valve
Operating unit ON/OFF
Pressure regulation
Distribution valves
Return to tank from pressure equalization
Agitation
Distribution boom

9

8

7

Suction filter
Suction MANIFOLD
Pump
Pressure manifold
Self-cleaning filter
Return line (self-cleaning filter)
Safety valve
Agitation
Pressure agitation
Pressure regulation
Distribution valves
Return from pressure equalization
Distribution boom

4
12
11

4

1

6

6

13
8
7

10 11

2

3

10
9

12

2

3

T050-0014

14

16

1
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T050-0015

Operation - liquid system
Oper
ating instr
uctions - v
alv
es
Opera
instructions
valv
alves

Blac
k suction v
alv
es
Black
valv
alves

The green pressure valves and the black suction valves
have 4 positions. Two positions are for options. The
other two are marked “O” indicating the valve is closed.
The blue return valve only has 2 positions.
The arrow on the handle indicates which position is
selected.

Gr
een pr
essur
ev
alv
es
Green
pressur
essure
valv
alves

Turn the handle so the arrow points towards the selected
optional equipment. The handle is turned back when you
want to aspirate from the main tank.
If 2 valves are fitted, e.g. front tank and rinsing tank,
select optional extra and turn the other valve to “O”
(closed). To resume aspiration from the main tank, the
arrow must point towards the main tank.
To select the optional equipment, the handle is turned so
the arrow and thereby liquid is directed to the optional
extra instead of to the self-cleaning filter/operating unit.
When spraying is to resume, turn the handle so the selfcleaning filter/operating unit is selected.
If 2 or more valves are fitted, the arrow must point
towards the optional extra you select. Remaining
handles are turned to “O” (closed). When spraying is to
resume, select the self-cleaning filter/operating unit. The
other handles are turned to “O”.

Remaining valve must be closed.

Blue rreturn
eturn v
alv
e
valv
alve
Normally the liquid is directed to the tank return. When
the tank is nearly empty, the handle is turned so the
liquid is directed to the suction side of the pump instead
of to the tank return.

If all the green pressure valves are closed the safety
valve will open inside the tank.

GB 08 00 MA
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Operation - liquid system
Filling of w
ater
wa

3. Turn handle on Suction Manifold towards Filling
Device.
4. The tank is now filled with water. Keep an eye on the
liquid level indicator.
5. Turn handle on Suction Manifold away from Filling
Device to discontinue filling process. Then disengage
pump.
6. Disconnect suction tube and replace cover.

Filling of main tank
Water can be filled into the main tank as follows:
1. Filling through tank lid.
2. Suction filling device (optional equipment)
3. Fast filling device (optional equipment).
Tank should normally be filled 1/3 with water before
adding chemicals. Always follow instructions given on
the chemical container!
IMPORTANT! If the sprayer is put aside with liquid in the
main tank all MANIFOLD valves must be closed.

NOTE! Observe local legislation regarding use of Filling
Device. In some areas it is prohibited to fill from open
water reservoirs (lakes, rivers etc.). It is recommended
only to fill from closed reservoirs (mobile water tanks
etc.) to avoid contamination.
WARNING! If suction hose/filter is carried on the
sprayer during spraying, it can be contaminated
by spray drift which will be transferred to lake/
river when filling!

1. Filling through tank lid
Water is filled into the tank by removing the tank lid
located at right hand side of sprayer tank. It is recommended to use as clean water as possible for spraying
purposes.
Always fill water through the strainer basket to prevent
foreign particles from entering the tank.
An overhead tank can be used in order to obtain high
filling capacity.
WARNING! Do not let the filling hose enter the
tank. Keep it outside the tank, pointing towards
the filling hole. If the hose is lead into the tank
and the water pressure drops at the water supply plant,
chemicals may be syphoned back and contaminate the
water supply lines, plant and well.

3. Fast Filling Device (optional equipment)
The Fast Filling Device is operated as follows:
1. Ensure spray liquid tank contains at least 50 litres of
water.
2. Remove cover (A) and connect suction hose (B).
3. Turn handle on Pressure Manifold towards Fast Filler.
With the P.T.O. at 540 r/min the pressure gauge
should indicate about 10 bar.
4. If water is not seen in the transfer tube, prime by
turning valve (C).
5. Keep an eye on the liquid level indicator.
6. Turn handle on Pressure Manifold away from Fast
Filler to discontinue filling process.

T021-0012

2. Suction filling device (optional equipment)

C

WARNING! Avoid contamination or personal
injury. Do not open suction valve towards
Suction Filling Device unless pump is running
and filling hose is connected. If this valve is opened
without pump running, liquid will stream out of the
MANIFOLD.
A

The Suction Filling Device is operated as follows:
1. Remove cover and connect suction hose to Suction
Manifold.
2. Engage diaphragm pump and set P.T.O. revolutions at
540 r/min.
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Operation - liquid system
Filling of c
lean w
ater tank (optional
clean
wa
equipment)

NOTE! Turn handle towards operating unit before
turning away from Fast Filler in order to avoid peak
pressure blowing the safety valve!

A clean water tank (E) can be fitted next to the MANIFOLD system.

7. Disconnect suction tube (B) and replace cover.
WARNING! Do not leave the sprayer whilst filling
the tank and keep an eye on the level indicator in
order NOT to overfill the tank.
NOTE! Observe local legislation regarding use of filling
device. In some areas it is prohibited to fill from open
water reservoirs (lakes, rivers etc.). It is recommended
only to fill from closed reservoirs (mobile water tanks
etc.) to avoid contamination

Remove tank lid, fill with clean water and reposition tank
lid. Turn the ball valve (F) to open tap.
Capacity: 15 litres.
The water from this tank is for hand washing, cleaning of
clogged nozzles etc.
Only fill the clean water tank with clean water form the
well.

E

Filling of rinsing tank (optional equipment)
One or two rinsing tanks (depending on main tank size)
can be mounted underneath the main tank.
Remove tank lid, fill with clean water and reposition tank
lid.

F

Capacity: 80 litres per tank.
Picture below shows MASTER equipped with two rinsing
tanks (D).
Only fill rinsing tank with clean water!

T102-0016

D

D

WARNING! although the clean water tank is only
filled with clean water, this water must never be
used for drinking.

T102-0015

To avoid algae developing in the rinsing tank always
drain the rinsing tank if the sprayer is not in use for a
longer period.

GB 08 00 MA
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Operation - liquid system
Filling of c
hemicals
chemicals
Chemicals can be filled in the tank in two ways:

3.
4.
5.
6.

1. Through tank lid.
2. HARDI FILLER chemical filling device.
WARNING! Always wear correct protective
clothing before handling chemicals!

green valve towards “HARDI FILLER”. Close remaining valves.
Check that bottom valve A at the FILLER is closed.
Engage the pump and set P.T.O. speed at 540 r/min.
Open FILLER lid.
Measure the correct quantity of chemical and fill it into
the hopper.

1. F
illing thr
ough tank lid
Filling
through
The chemicals are filled through the tank lid - Note
instructions on the chemical container!
WARNING! Be careful not to slip or splash
chemicals when carrying chemicals up to the tank
lid!
1. Make sure the EVC is switched off.
2. Set the MANIFOLD valves to correct position. Black
valve “Suction from main tank”, green valve towards
“Agitation”
3. Engage the pump and set P.T.O. revolutions to 540
r/min.
4. Add the chemicals through the main tank hole.
5. When the spray liquid is well mixed, turn handle on
the Pressure Manifold towards “Spraying” position.
Keep P.T.O. engaged so the spray liquid is continuously agitated until it has been sprayed on the crop.

2. HARDI FILLER c
hemical inductor
chemical
(optional equipment)

NOTE! The scale in the hopper can only be used if the
sprayer is parked at level ground! It is recommended to
use a measuring jug for best accuracy.
7. Open the bottom valve A and the chemical is transferred to the main tank.
8. If the chemical container is empty it can be rinsed by
the container rinsing device (if fitted). Place the
container over the multi-hole nozzle and press the
lever B.
WARNING! Do not press lever B unless the
multi-hole nozzle is covered by a container to
avoid spray liquid hitting the operator.

HARDI FILLER (G)

IMPORTANT! Rinsing device uses spray liquid to rinse
containers for concentrated chemicals. Always rinse the
chemical containers with clean water several times until
they are clean before disposal.

G

9. Engage the hopper rinsing device by opening valve C.
10. Close valve C again when the hopper is rinsed.
IMPORTANT! The hopper rinsing device is using spray
liquid for rinsing the hopper for concentrated chemical!
The FILLER must always be cleaned together with the
rest of the sprayer when the spray job is done.

T102-0016

Filling of Liquid chemicals
1. Fill the main tank at least 1/3 with water (unless something else is stated on the chemical container label).
See section “Filling of water”.
2. Turn the handle at the Suction Manifold towards “Main
tank”. Turn blue valve towards “Agitation and
20

11. Close valve A and the FILLER lid again.
12. When the spray liquid is well mixed, turn handle on
the Pressure Manifold towards “Spraying” position.
Keep P.T.O. engaged so the spray liquid is continuously agitated until it has been sprayed on the crop.

GB 08 00 MA

Operation - liquid system
Filling of Powder chemicals

10. Close valve A and the FILLER lid again.

1. Fill the main tank at least 1/2 with water (unless something else is stated on the chemical container label).
See section “Filling of water”.
2. Turn the handle at the Suction Manifold towards “Main
tank” and blue valve towards “Agitation”. Turn the
green handle at the Pressure Manifold towards
“HARDI FILLER”. Close remaining valves.
3. Engage the pump and increase P.T.O. speed to
540 r/min.
4. Open the bottom valve A at the FILLER. Open
FILLER lid.
5. Engage the hopper rinsing device by opening valve C.
6. Measure the correct quantity of chemical and sprinkle
it into the hopper as fast as the rinsing device can
flush it down.
7. If the chemical container is empty it can be rinsed by
the container rinsing device (if fitted). Fit the bag
bracket and place the powder bag over the multi-hole
nozzle and press the lever B.

11. When the spray liquid is well mixed, turn handle on
the Pressure Manifold towards “Spraying” position.
Keep P.T.O. engaged so the spray liquid is continuously agitated until it has been sprayed on the crop.

T042-0002

WARNING! Do not press lever B unless the
multi-hole nozzle is covered by a container to
avoid spray liquid hitting the operator.
IMPORTANT! Rinsing device uses spray liquid to rinse
containers for concentrated chemicals. Always rinse the
chemical containers with clean water several times until
they are clean before disposal.
9. Close valve C again when the hopper is rinsed.
IMPORTANT! The hopper rinsing device is using spray
liquid to rinse the hopper for concentrated chemical. The
FILLER must always be cleaned together with the rest of
the sprayer when the spray job is done.

GB 08 00 MA
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Operation - liquid system
Adjustment of the oper
ating unit
opera

more boom sections, turn lever 3 of the distribution
valve to OFF position B for the section to be closed.
The pressure equalization ensures that the pressure
does not rise in the sections which are to remain
open.

Adjustment of BK oper
ating unit
opera
1. Choose the correct nozzle. Make sure that all nozzles
are the same type and capacity. See “Spray Technique” book.
2. Open or close lever 1 depending on whether pressure
agitation is required. (Remember pressure agitation
takes 5% to 10% of pump output).

Adjustment of EV
C oper
ating unit
EVC
opera

2
A
B

B
5

3
A

4

1
T020-0044

T020-0019

3. Turn main ON/OFF handle 2 to ON position A.
4. Set all hand levers 3 on the distribution valve to ON
position A.
5. Turn the HARDI-MATIC valve 4 anti-clockwise to its
extreme position.
6. Put the tractor in neutral and adjust the P.T.O. thereby
the number of revolutions of the pump corresponding
to the intended travelling speed.
NOTE! The P.T.O. revolutions must be kept between
300-600 r/min.
7. Adjust the HARDI-MATIC valve 4 so that the pressure
gauge indicates the recommended pressure.
ADJUSTMENT OF PRESSURE EQUALIZATION:
8. Place the first lever 3 on the distribution valve in OFF
position B.
9. Turn the adjusting screw 5 until the pressure gauge
again shows the same pressure.
10.Adjust the other sections of the distribution valve in
the same way.
Hereafter adjustment of pressure equalization will
only be needed if you change to nozzles of other
capacities.
11.Operating the control unit while driving:
To stop the liquid flow to the boom turn the ON/OFF
handle 2 to OFF position B. This returns the pump
output to the tank through the return system. The
diaphragm anti-drip valves ensure instantaneous
closing of all nozzles. To stop the liquid flow to one or

22

Before spraying, the EVC operating unit is adjusted
using clean water (without chemicals).
1. Choose the correct nozzle for the spray job by turning
the TRIPLET nozzle bodies. Make sure that all
nozzles are the same type and capacity. See the
“Spray Technique” book.
2. On-off switch A is activated against green.
3. All distribution valve switches V are activated against
green.
4. Pressure regulation switch C is activated until emergency handle stops rotating (minimum pressure).
5. Put the tractor in neutral and adjust the P.T.O. and
thereby the number of revolutions of the pump
corresponding to the intended travelling speed.
Remember the number of revolutions on the P.T.O.
must be kept between 300-600 rpm (pump 540 r/min)
or 650-1100 rpm (pump 1000 r/min).
6. Pressure regulation switch C is activated until the
required pressure is shown on the pressure gauge.

GB 08 00 MA

Operation - liquid system
Adjustment of pressure equalisation
1. Close the first distribution valve switch V.
2. Turn the adjusting screw(s) until the pressure gauge
again shows the same pressure.
3. Adjust the other sections of the distribution valve in
the same way.
NOTE! HEREAFTER ADJUSTMENT OF PRESSURE
EQUALISATION WILL ONLY BE NEEDED WHEN:
1. YOU CHANGE TO NOZZLES WITH OTHER CAPACITIES
2. THE NOZZLE OUTPUT INCREASES AS THE NOZZLES WEAR
Operating the control unit while spraying
In order to close the entire boom, switch ON/OFF A to
off position. This returns the pump output to the tank
through the return system.

Filter
s
ilters
All filters should always be in use and their function
checked regularly. Pay attention to the correct combination of filter and mesh size. The mesh size should
always be less than the flow average of the nozzles in
use.

Self-cleaning filter
Function diagram
1. From pump
2. Double filter screen
3. Guide cone
4. To operating unit
5. Exchangeable restrictor
6. Return to tank
7. Screw joint
8. Ball check valve

In order to close one or more sections of the boom,
switch the relevant distribution valve V to off position.
The pressure equalisation ensures that the pressure
does not rise in the sections which are to remain open.
When the sprayer is put aside, the control box and the
multi plug must be protected against moisture and dirt.
A plastic bag may be used to protect the multi plug.

8

T059-0004

The diaphragm Non-drip valves ensure instantaneous
closing of all nozzles.

Ball check valve (8) should normally be open, but can be
closed in situations where return flow is to be avoided.
NOTE! If ball check valve is closed the self-cleaning
filter is inoperative!
Choice of restrictor
It is important to have a large flow through the filter. This
is achieved by choosing the restrictor size in relation to
the liquid consumption of the spray boom.
4 restrictors are supplied. Use
the green one (largest orifice A
first).

If the required working pressure
cannot be obtained, the restrictor
is too large. Choose a smaller
restrictor. Start with a black one,
then a white and finally a red one.

T020-0020

Hose N is removed from the filter.
Be careful not to loose the seal.
The restrictor is placed in the
hose and the hose is mounted
again.

When cleaning the filter remove hose N and the hose at
the safety valve and check there are no residues.

GB 08 00 MA
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Operation - liquid system
Standard filter size is 80 mesh. Filters of 50 and 100
mesh are available and can be changed by opening the
filter top. Check condition of O-rings before reassembly
and replace if damaged.

Pulsa
tion damper (if ffitted)
itted)
Pulsation

Tank dr
ain v
alv
e
drain
valv
alve
How to oper
ate
opera
Pull the string (B) to open the drain valve. The valve is
spring-loaded, but can be kept open by pulling the string
out and upwards in the V-shaped slit (C). To release, pull
the string downward and the valve will close automatically.

The air pressure in the pulsation damper A is factory
preset at 2 bar to cover spray working pressures between 3 and 15 bar.

C

When using spray pressures outside this range, the air
pressure should be adjusted as shown in the diagram.
The diagram is also embossed on the damper.

B

T020-0021
T020-0022

Dr
aining a rresidue
esidue
Draining
If draining residues, e.g. liquid fertilizer into a reservoir, a
snap-coupler (D) with hose can rapidly be connected to
the drain valve and the liquid safely drained.

A

D

T020-0023

T102-0014

Spray Technique - see separate book.
Optional e
xtr
as - see se
par
ate book
s.
extr
xtras
separ
para
books
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Maintenance
Maintenance - rrules
ules of thumb
In order to derive full benefit from the sprayer for many
years the following service and maintenance program
should be followed.
IMPORTANT! Always read the individual paragraphs.
Read instructions for service/maintenance jobs carefully
before starting on the job. If any portion remains unclear
or requires facilities which are not available, then for
safety reasons please leave the job to your HARDI
dealer’s workshop.

Cleaning the spr
ayer
spra
Guidelines
1. Read the whole chemical label. Take note of any
particular instructions regarding recommended
protective clothing, deactivating agents, etc. Read the
detergent and deactivating agent labels. If cleaning
procedures are given, follow them closely.
2. Be familiar with local legislation regarding disposal of
pesticides washings, mandatory decontamination
methods, etc. Contact the appropriate department,
e.g. Dept. of Agriculture.
3. Pesticide washings can usually be sprayed out on a
soakaway. This is an area of ground that is not used
for cropping. You must avoid seepage or runoff of
residue into streams, water courses, ditches, wells,
springs, etc. The washings from the cleaning area
must not enter sewers. Drainage must lead to an
approved soakaway.
4. Cleaning starts with the calibration, as a well calibrated sprayer will ensure the minimal amount of
remaining spray liquid.

Cleaning the tank
1. Dilute remaining spray liquid in the tank with at least
10 parts of water and spray the liquid out in the field
you have just sprayed.
NOTE! It is advisable to increase the forward speed
(double if possible) and reduce the pressure to 1.5
bar (20 psi).
2. Select and use the appropriate protective clothing.
Select detergent suitable for cleaning and suitable
deactivating agents if necessary.
3. Rinse and clean sprayer and tractor externally. Use
detergent if necessary.
4. Remove tank and suction filters and clean. Be careful
not to damage the mesh. Replace suction filter top.
Replace filters when the sprayer is completely clean.
5. With the pump running, rinse the inside of the tank.
Remember the tank roof. Rinse and operate all
components and any equipment that has been in
contact with the chemical.
Before opening the distribution valves and spraying
the liquid out, decide whether this should be done in
the field again or on the soakaway.
6. After spraying the liquid out, stop the pump and fill at
least 1/5 of the tank with clean water. Note that some
chemicals require the tank to be completely filled.
Add appropriate detergent and/or deactivating agent,
e.g. washing soda or Triple ammonia.
NOTE! If a cleaning procedure is given on the chemical label, follow it closely.

5. It is good practice to clean the sprayer immediately
after use and thereby rendering the sprayer safe and
ready for the next pesticide application. This also
prolongs the life of the components.
6. It is sometimes necessary to leave spray liquid in the
tank for short periods, e.g. overnight, or until the
weather becomes suitable for spraying again. Unauthorised persons and animals must not have access
to the sprayer under these circumstances.
7. If the product applied is corrosive, it is recommended
to coat all metal parts of the sprayer before and after
use with a suitable rust inhibitor.
Remember:
Clean sprayers are safe sprayers.
Clean sprayers are ready for action.
Clean sprayers cannot be damaged by pesticides and their solvents.

7. Start the pump and operate all controls enabling the
liquid to come in contact with all the components.
Leave the distribution valves until last. Some detergents and deactivating agents work best if left in the
tank for a short period. Check the label. The SelfCleaning Filter can be flushed by removing the bypass hose from the bottom of the filter. Stop the pump
and remove the hose. Start the pump for a few
seconds to flush filter. Be careful not to lose the
restrictor nozzle.
8. Drain the tank and let the pump run dry. Rinse inside
of the tank, again letting the pump run dry.
9. Stop the pump. If the pesticides used have a tendency to block nozzles and filters, remove and clean
them immediately. Also check for sediment on the
pressure side of the safety valve for the Self-Cleaning
Filter.

GB 12 01 MA
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Maintenance
10. Replace all the filters and nozzles and store the
sprayer. If, from previous experiences, it is noted
that the solvents in the pesticide are particularly
aggressive, store the sprayer with the tank lid open.
NOTE! If the sprayer is cleaned with a high pressure
cleaner lubrication of the entire machine is recommended.

Cleaning and maintenance of ffilter
ilter
s
ilters
Clean filters ensure:
• Sprayer components such as valves, diaphragms and
operating unit are not hindered or damaged during
operation.
• Nozzle blockages do not occur whilst spraying.
• Long life of the pump. A blocked suction filter will
result in pump cavitation.
The main filter protecting sprayer components is the
suction filter at the top of the tank. Check it regularly.

26
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Maintenance
Lubrica
tion
Lubrication

Always store lubricants clean, dry and cool - preferably
at a constant temperature - to avoid contamination from
dirt and condensed water.

Following recommended lubricants are to be used.
Lubricating points

Lubricant

Ball bearings

Universal Lithium grease,
NLGI No. 2
SHELL RETINAX EP2
CASTROL LMX GREASE

Slide bearings

Oil lub. points

Glide shoes

A
B

Lithium grease with
Molybdenumdisulphide or
graphite
SHELL RETINAX HDM2
CASTROL MOLYMAX

C

TOTAL Transmission TM
SAE 80W/90
Castrol EPX 80/W90
SHELL Spirax 80W/90
Mobil Mobilube 80W/90

D

Use stearin or a non-greasy
type of wax

Keep oil filling jugs, hoppers and grease guns clean, and
clean the lubricating points thoroughly before lubricating.
Avoid skin contact with oil products for longer periods.
NOTE! If the sprayer is cleaned with a high pressure
cleaner or fertiliser has been used, lubrication of all
sections is recommended.

B - 50h

Type of lubricant
(see scheme to the left)
Position at the
sprayer

Operating hours

3

e
yp
t
d
Ol

T213-0011
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Maintenance
1

3 Models with BK control unit only

A - 50h

C - 20h

1
A - 50h

4
Nyt billede her af smøring v/liftmont.
1
A - 50h

5

B - 50h

2
A - 10h

6 (MB)

B - 50h

C - 50h

28

B - 50h

T226-0001
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Maintenance
7 (MB)

11 (HFM)
C - 50h

T213-0006

B - 50h

8 (HFM)
B - 50h
12

T213-0007

B - 50h

T219-0003

9 (HFM)

T213-0008

B - 10h
10 (HFM)
B - 50h

B - 10h

T213-0005

GB 13 01 MA
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Maintenance
4. Nozzle ffilter
ilter
s
ilters

10 hour
s ser
vice
hours
service

Check and clean.

1. Suction ffilter
ilter
To service the suction filter:
1. Pull out the steel clip A.
2. Lift the suction hose fitting
B from housing.
3. Filter guide and filter C
can now be removed.

5. Spr
aying cir
cuit
Spra
circuit
Fill with clean water, operate all functions and check for
leaks using higher spray pressure than normal. Check
nozzle spray patterns visually using clean water.
T180-0003

To reassemble:
4. Press the guide onto filter end.
5. Place the filter into housing
with guide facing up.
6. Ensure the O-ring D on the
hose fitting is in good
condition and lubricated.
7. Refit the suction hose B
and steel clip A.

T180-0006

2. Self-Cleaning F
ilter
Filter
Unscrew nut A and open filter.
Check filter gauze B, clean if necessary
Lubricate O-ring C
Assemble filter again.

T180-0004

1.
2.
3.
4.

3. In-Line ffilter
ilter (if ffitted)
itted)
If the boom is equipped with In-Line Filters
unscrew the filter bowl to inspect and
clean the filter.

T180-0005

Alternative filters are available. See
section on Technical specifications - Filters
and nozzles.
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Maintenance
50 hour
s ser
vice
hours
service
1. T
Trransmission shaft
Check function and condition of the transmission shaft
protection guard. Replace possible damaged parts.

250 hour
s se
vice
hours
sevice
1. R
eadjustment of the boom
Readjustment
See section ‘Basic adjustment of the boom’.

2. Hy
dr
aulic cir
cuit
Hydr
draulic
circuit
Check the hydraulic circuit for leaks and repair if any.

3. Hoses and tubes
Check all hoses and tubes for possible damages and
proper attachment. Renew damaged hoses or tubes.

1000 hour
s ser
vice
hours
service
1. T
Trransmission shaft
Change the protection tube nylon bearings as described
under ‘Replacement of transmission shaft protection
guards’.

GB 14 01 MA
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Maintenance
Occasional maintenance

correct
wrong

The maintenance and renewal intervals for the following
will depend very much on the conditions under which the
sprayer will be operated and are therefore impossible to
specify.

Pump v
alv
es and dia
phr
agms rrene
ene
wal
valv
alves
diaphr
phra
enew
Model 363

T192-0005

T261-0001

Model 1303

Diaphragm pump overhaul kit (valves, seals, diaphragms etc.)
Pump model
HARDI part No.
363
750342

Valves
Remove valve cover 1 before changing the valves 2 note their orientation so they are replaced correctly!
NOTE! A special valve with white flap 2A is used at the
two upperside inlets. It has to be placed in the valve
openings as shown. All others are the type with black flap.
It is recommended to use new gaskets 3 when changing
or checking the valves.
Diaphragms
Remove the diaphragm cover 4. The diaphragm 5 may
then be changed. If fluids have reached the crankcase,
re-grease the pump thoroughly. Also check that the drain
hole at the bottom of the pump is not blocked. Reassemble with the following torque setting.
Pump model
Diaphragm cover Nm
363
90
1 Nm = 0.74 lbft

Diaphragm bolt Nm
90

IMPORTANT! Before tightening the 4 bolts for the
diaphragm cover B the diaphragm must be positioned
between centre and top to ensure correct sealing between diaphragm pumphousing and diaphragm cover.
Turn crank shaft if necessary.
32

Dia
phr
agms
Diaphr
phra
Remove the diaphragm cover 4. The diaphragm 5 may
then be changed. If fluids have reached the crankcase,
re-grease the pump thoroughly. Check also the drain
hole at the bottom of the pump is not blocked. Reassemble with the following torque setting.
Pump model

Valve cover Diaphragm cover Diaphragm bolt
Nm
Nm
Nm
1303
60
70
60
1 Nm = 0.74 ft-lb
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Maintenance
Cone c
hec
k/r
ene
wal EV
C oper
ating unit
chec
heck/r
k/rene
enew
EVC
opera

Changing the ball sea
ating unit
seatt in BK oper
opera

If it becomes difficult to build up sufficient pressure or if
pressure fluctuations occur, it may be necessary to
renew cone and cylinder. A HARDI kit is available for this
purpose. Ref. no. 741293.

If the main ON/OFF valve does not seal properly (dripping nozzles when main ON/OFF valve is closed), the
ball and seat should be checked.
Remove the 2 bolts fixing the main ON/OFF-pressure
valve unit to the bracket, unscrew the union nut A and
pull the valve away from the distribution valves.

1. Remove 4 x screws A and remove the housing.
2. Remove 4 x screws B.

T192-0039

Check the ball for sharp edges and scratches, and
check the ball seat for cracks and wear - replace if
necessary.

A

3. Replace cylinder C and O-ring D.
4. Loosen the nut E, remove and replace
the cone F.
5. Reassemble in reverse
order.

T090-0005
T192-0040

Cone c
hec
k/r
ene
wal, EV
C distrib
ution
chec
heck/r
k/rene
enew
EVC
distribution
valv
e
alve
Periodically check the distribution valves for proper sealing.
Do this by running the sprayer
with clean water and open all
distribution valves.
Cautiously remove the clip A
and pull out the hose B for the
pressure equalisation device.
When the housing is drained,
there should be no liquid flow
through the pressure equalisation device. If there is any
leakage, the valve cone E
must be changed.
Remove the clip C and lift the
motor housing off the valve
housing. Then unscrew the
screw D and replace the valve
cone E. Reassemble in
reverse order.

GB 14 02 01 MA
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Maintenance
Le
vel indica
tor adjustment
Lev
indicator
The level indicator reading should be checked regularly.
When the tank is empty, the float should lie on the stop
pin, of the rod, and the O-ring on the indicator should be
positioned at the top
position line A.
If any deviation is found,
pull out the plug B, loosen
screws C, and adjust the
length of the cord.

B
A

3. Pull out the clip A and pull
down connecting piece B.
The entire valve assembly
can now be pulled out.
4. Check cord and valve flap
assembly C for wear,
replace seal D and assemble again.
5. Assemble the valve
assembly again using a
new valve seat E. Lubricate O-rings F before
assembly.
6. Fit clip A again.

C
NOTE! Check function of
valve with clean water before
filling chemicals into the tank.

T191-0016

Nozzle tubes and fittings
Poor seals are usually caused by:
T191-0018

•
•
•
•

Cor
d rrene
ene
wal, le
vel indica
tor
Cord
enew
lev
indicator
If the cord on the level indicator has to be changed, the
float guide pole is removed:
1. Remove the tank drain valve (see paragraph “Main
tank drain valve”) and loosen the fitting holding the
pole in position.
2. Pull the pole down through the drain valve hole till it is
free in the top of the tank.
3. The pole can now be taken out of the tank through the
filling hole.
DANGER! Do not attempt to enter the tank - the
float pole can be removed from outside the tank!

Missing O-rings or gaskets
Damaged or incorrectly seated O-rings
Dry or deformed O-rings or gaskets
Foreign bodies

In case of leaks:
DO NOT overtighten. Disassemble, check condition and
position of O-ring or gasket.
Clean, lubricate and reassemble.

T199-0001

The O-ring must be lubricated
ALL THE WAY ROUND before
fitting on to the nozzle tube. Use
non-mineral lubricant.

Seal rrene
ene
wal, dr
ain v
alv
e
enew
drain
valv
alve
If the main tank drain valve leaks, the seal and seat can
be changed the following way.
T199-0001

DANGER! Do not enter the inside of the tank the parts can be changed from underneath the
tank!
WARNING! Use eye / face protection mask when
dismantling the tank drain valve!

For RADIAL connections only hand-tighten them.
For AXIAL connections, a little mechanical leverage may
be used.

1. Make sure the tank is empty and clean.
2. The valve must be closed and the string loose.
T199-0002
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Replacement of tr
ansmission shaft
transmission
pr
otection guar
ds
protection
guards

Adjustment of 3-w
ay-v
alv
e
3-wa
y-valv
alve
The MANIFOLD valve can be
adjusted if it is too tight to operate - or if it is too loose (= liquid
leakage).

1. Remove bolt A,
lock B and grease
nipple C. Twist uni
CV-joint cover 1/4
turn and pull it
backwards.

Use a suitable tool and adjust the
toothed ring inside the valve as
shown on the drawing.

2. Remove the
synthetic bearings
and protection
tube.
2a. Remove inner
bush from
protection tube.
3. Assemble again in
reverse order,
using new parts
where necessary.
Remember to fit
chains again.
4. Grease bearings.

T090-0006

Correct setting is when the valve
can be operated smoothly by one
hand

NOTE! Only use genuine HARDI spare parts to service
the transmission shaft.

Replacement of tr
ansmission shaft cr
oss
transmission
cross
journals
journals..
1. Remove protection guard as
described previously.
2. Remove Seeger
circlip rings
3. Press the cross
journal sidewards
- use hammer and
mandrel if necessary.
4. Remove needle bearing cups and cross journal can
now be removed.
5. Carefully remove needle bearing cups from new cross
journal and install it in reverse
order. Before fitting the needle
bearing cups again, check
that needles is placed
correctly. Avoid dust and
dirt in the new bearings.
T269-0012
T269-0013
T269-0014
T269-0015
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Maintenance
Readjustments - boom and fr
ame
frame
Before commencing adjustment jobs please go through
this check list.
1. Connect the sprayer to the tractor.
2. Place tractor and sprayer on level ground (horizontal)
WARNING! Nobody is allowed to be under the
boom whilst adjustment is carried out.

Centr
e par
ements
Centre
partt - wheel ar
arrrang
angements
If slack occurs (backwards and forwards movements of
the boom) the 4 wheel arrangements (A) (see picture
below) should be adjusted.

A

A

A

A

T102-0035

To simplify the job raise the boom to adjust the 2 wheel
arrangements at the top and lower the boom to adjust
the 2 wheel arrangements at the base.
Each wheel arrangement (A) is adjusted by means of
two bolts (B). Bring the wheel itself into correct position
by tightening (B) = wheel should only just touch the
frame (C) - without being squeezed.
Please note that all 4 wheels should be uniformly tightened.

C

B

A
T102-0036
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Maintenance
Of
f-season stor
age
Off-season
stora

11. All electric plugs and sockets are to be stored in a
dry plastic bag to protect them against damp, dirt
and corrosion.

When the spraying season is over, you should devote
some extra time to the sprayer.
If chemical residue is left over in the sprayer for longer
periods, it can reduce the life of the individual components.

12. Remove the control boxes and the HARDI PILOT
control box + display from the tractor, and store them
dry and clean (in-house).
13. Wipe hydraulic snap-couplers clean and fit the dust
caps.

Of
f-season stor
age pr
og
Off-season
stora
prog
ogrram
To preserve the sprayer intact and to protect the components, carry out following off-season storage program.
1. Clean the sprayer completely - inside and outside - as
described under “Cleaning of the sprayer”. Make sure
that all valves, hoses and auxiliary equipment have
been cleaned with detergent and flushed with clean
water afterwards, so no chemical residue is left in the
sprayer.
2. Renew possible damaged seals and repair possible
leaks.
3. Empty the sprayer completely and let the pump work
for a few minutes. Operate all valves and handles to
drain as much water off the spraying circuit as possible. Let the pump run until air is coming out of all
nozzles. Remember to drain the rinsing tank also.
4. Pour appr. 50 litre (11 Imp.gal) anti-freeze mixture
consisting of 1/3 automotive anti-freeze and 2/3 water
into the tank.
5. Engage the pump and operate all valves and functions on the MANIFOLD, operating unit, FILLER etc.
allowing the anti-freeze mixture to be distributed
around the entire circuit. Open the operating unit main
on/off valve and distribution valves so the anti-freeze
is sprayed through the nozzles as well.
The anti-freeze will also prevent O-rings, seals,
diaphragms etc. from drying out.

14. Apply grease on all hydraulic ram piston rods which
are not fully retracted in the barrel to protect against
corrosion.
15. To protect against dust the sprayer can be covered
by a tarpaulin. Ensure ventilation to prevent condensation.

Pr
eparing the spr
ayer ffor
or use after stor
age
Pre
spra
stora
After a storage period the sprayer should be prepared
for the next season the following way:
1. Remove the cover
2. Wipe off the grease from hydraulic ram piston rods.
3. Fit the pressure gauges again. Seal with Teflon tape.
4. Connect the sprayer to the tractor including hydraulics
and electric’s.
5. Check all hydraulic and electric functions.
6. Empty the tank for remaining anti-freeze.
7. Rinse the entire liquid circuit on the sprayer with clean
water.
8. Fill with clean water and check all functions.

6. Lubricate all lubricating points according to the lubricating scheme - regardless of intervals stated.
7. When the sprayer is dry, remove rust from possible
scratches or damages in the paint and touch up the
paint.
8. Remove the glycerine-filled pressure gauges and
store them frost free in vertical position.
9. Apply a thin layer of anti-corrosion oil (e.g. SHELL
ENSIS FLUID, CASTROL RUSTILLO or similar) on all
metal parts. Avoid oil on rubber parts, hoses.
10. Fold the boom in transport position and relieve
pressure from all hydraulic functions.
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Fault finding
Oper
ational pr
ob
lems
Opera
prob
oblems
In cases where breakdowns have occurred, the same factors always seem to come into play:
1. Minor leaks on the suction side of the pump will reduce the pump capacity or stop the suction completely.
2. A clogged suction filter will hinder or prevent suction so that the pump does not operate satisfactorily.
3. Clogged up pressure filters will result in increasing pressure at the pressure gauge but lower pressure at the
nozzles.
4. Foreign bodies stuck in the pump valves with the result that these cannot close tightly against the valve seat. This
reduces pump efficiency.
5. Poorly reassembled pumps, especially diaphragm covers, will allow the pump to suck air resulting in reduced or
no capacity.
6. Hydraulic components that are contaminated with dirt result in rapid wear to the hydraulic system.
Therefore ALWAYS check:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Suction, pressure and nozzle filters are clean.
Hoses for leaks and cracks, paying particular attention to suction hoses.
Gaskets and O-rings are present and in good condition.
Pressure gauge is in good working order. Correct dosage depends on it.
Operating unit functions properly. Use clean water to check.
Hydraulic components are maintained clean.

EV
C Oper
ating unit
EVC
Opera
FAULT

PROBABLE CAUSE

CONTROL/REMEDY

Operating unit not functioning

Blown fuse(s).

Check mechanical function of microswitches.
Use cleaning/lubricating agent if the switch
does not operate freely.
Check motor. 450-500 milli-Amperes max.
Change motor, if over.

Wrong polarity.

Brown - pos. (+). Blue - neg. (-).

Valves not closing properly.

Check valve seals for obstructions.
Check microswitch plate position. Loosen
screws holding plate a 1/2 turn.

No power.

Wrong polarity. Check that brown is pos. (+),
Blue is neg. (-).
Check print plate for dry solders or loose
connections.
Check fuse holder are tight around fuse.
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Fault finding
Liquid sy
stem
system
FAULT

PROBABLE CAUSE

CONTROL/REMEDY

No spray from boom when
turned on.

Air leak on suction line.

Check if suction filter O-ring is sealing.
Check suction tube and fittings.
Check tightness of pump diaphragm and valve
covers.

Lack of pressure.

Air in system.

Fill suction hose with water for initial prime.

Suction / pressure filters
clogged.

Clean filters.
Check yellow suction pipe is not obstructed or
placed too near the tank bottom.
Restrictor nozzle in Self-Cleaning Filter not
fitted.

Incorrect assembly.

Safety valve spring for Self-Cleaning Filter not
tight.
Too little distance between yellow suction pipe
and tank bottom.

Pressure dropping.

Pump valves blocked or worn.

Check for obstructions and wear.

Defect pressure gauge.

Check for dirt at inlet of gauge.

Filters clogging.

Clean all filters. Fill with cleaner water.
If using powders, make sure agitation is on.

Nozzles worn.

Check flow rate and replace nozzles if it
exceeds 10%.

Tank is air tight.

Check vent is clear.

Sucking air towards end of
tank load.

Lower pump r.p.m.

Pressure increasing

Pressure filters beginning to
clog.

Clean all filters.

Formation of foam.

Air is being sucked into system.

Check tightness / gaskets / O-rings of all
fittings on suction side.

Excessive liquid agitation.

Reduce pump r/min.
Check safety valve for Self-Cleaning Filter is
tight.
Ensure returns inside tank are present.
Use foam damping additive.

Liquid leaks from bottom
of pump.

Replace. See Changing of valves and diaphragms.

Damaged diaphragm.
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Technical specifications
Dimensions

Weight

MB

MB

Tank size
(litres)

Spraying width
(m)

Measurement (mm)
A x B xC

800

10
12

A x B xC
A x B xC

1000

10
12

A x B xC
A x B xC

10
12

A x B xC
A x B xC

1200

Tank size
(litres)

Spraying
width (m)

Weight (kg) incl. pump
1302 type 363 type

800

10
12

0
0

15
15

1000

10
12

0
0

15
15

1200

10
12

N/A
N/A

15
15

Tank size
(litres)

Spraying
width (m)

Weight (kg) incl. pump
1302 type 363 type

800

12
12.5
15

0
0
0

15
15
15

1000

12
12.5
15

0
0
0

15
15
15

1200

12
12.5
15

N/A
N/A
N/A

15
15
15

HFM

HFM

Pump ca
pacity
capacity
1303/9.0
R o tatio n p er
min .
bar

300

400
l/min

kW

l/min

kW

l/min

kW

l/min

0

63

0.90

84

1.19

103

1.51

114

1.61

125

1.80

5

58

0.94

79

1.29

96

1.61 105

1.75 116

1.93

10

56

1.30

76

1.80

94

2.30 101

2.48 111

2.72

15

55

1.80

74

2.22

93

2.92 99

3.18 109

3.54

Max. pressure: 15 bar

Weight: 35 kg

Measurement (mm)
A x B xC

800

12
12.5
15

A x B xC
A x B xC
A x B xC

12
12.5
15

A x B xC
A x B xC
A x B xC

b ar

4

71

103

A x B xC
A x B xC
A x B xC

6

70

102

10

68

100

15

66

98

12
12.5
15

600

kW

Spraying width
(m)

1200

540

l/min

Tank size
(litres)

1000

500

kW

Suction height: 0.0 m
chart 1302-9.0

363/10.0
R o tatio n p er
min .

200

300

400

500

540

600

0

73

107

141

178

194

211

2

72

105

140

175

189

207

139

172

186

205

138

169

184

203

135

166

182

200

132

164

178

197

C ap acity l/min

Max. pressure: 15 bar

Weight: 52.5 kg

Suction height: 0.0 m
chart 363-10.0
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Technical specifications
Filter
s and nozzles
ilters
Filter gauze width
30 mesh: 0.58 mm
80 mesh: 0.18 mm

EV
C
EVC
50 mesh: 0.30 mm
100 mesh: 0.15 mm

Temper
atur
e and pr
essur
e rrang
ang
es
empera
ture
pressur
essure
anges
Operating temperature range:
2° to 40° C. (36°F to 104°F)

T192-0041

Operating pressure for safety valve:
15 bar (220 psi)

Number of distribution valves
2/3/4

Max. pressure on the pressure manifold:
20 bar (290 psi)
Max. pressure on the suction manifold:
7 bar (100 psi)

Electrical connections
Rear lights
Position
1. LH direction indicator
2. Free
3. Frame
4. RH direction indicator
5. RH rear position lamp
6. Stop lamps
7. LH rear position lamp

Wire colour
Yellow
Blue
White
Green
Brown
Red
Black

1
6

7

5

5/6

7

Valve

Wire number or color code

V1
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6
V7
REG
V8

1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8

1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8
9-10
11-12

9-10
?

13-14
?

1-11
2-12
3-13
4-14
5-15
6-16
7-17
9-10
?

8

1-11
2-12
3-13
4-14
5-15
6-16
7-17
9-10
8-G/Y

G/Y = Green/Yellow

2

The EVC operating unit fulfils the EC noise reduction
standards.

3
4

The wiring is in accordance with ISO 1724.

Ma
terials and rrec
ec
ycling
Materials
ecy
Tank:
Hoses:
Valves:
Fittings:

HDPE
PVC
mainly glass-filled PA.
PA

Disposal of the sprayer
When the equipment has completed its working life, it
must be thoroughly cleaned. The tank, hose and synthetic fittings can be incinerated at an authorised disposal plant. The metallic parts can be scrapped. Always
follow local legislation regarding disposal.
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Technical specifications
Electrical connections ffor
or EV
C oper
ating unit
EVC
opera
20 poled plug with cable

Number of distribution valve
8

7

6&5

4

3&2

2&3

4

5&6

7

10
11

14
15

2
4

2
4
6
8
10
12

10
G/Y
17
16
15
14
13
12
11

8

Wire number or colour code
8
9
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

13
G/Y

9
G/Y

1
3
5
7
9
11

1
3
5
7

G/Y = green/yellow

9
G/Y

10
11

1
3
5

2
4
6

T279-0010

Electrical c
har
C)
char
hartt (EV
(EVC)

T192-0038
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6
8

G/Y
10
17
16
15
14
13
12
11

